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By Enloe, Cynthia

University of California Press, 1990. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect
Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: This radical new analysis of international politics
reveals the crucial role of women in implementing governmental foreign policies, be it Soviet
Glasnost , Britain's dealings in the EEC, or the NATO alliance. Cynthia Enloe pulls back the curtain
on the familiar scenes--governments restricting imported goods, bankers negotiating foreign loans,
soldiers serving overseas--and shows that the real landscape is less exclusively male. Bananas,
Beaches and Bases shows how thousands of women tailor their marriages to fit the demands of
state secrecy; how foreign policy would grind to a halt without secretaries to handle money
transfers or arms shipments; and how women are working in hotels and factories around the world
in order to service their governments' debts. Enloe also challenges common assumptions about
what constitutes "international politics." She explains, for example, how turning tacos and sushi
into bland fast foods affects relations between affluent and developing countries, and why a
multinational banana company needs the brothel outside its gates. And she argues that shopping
at Benneton, wearing Levis, working as a nanny (or employing one) or planning a vacation are all
examples...
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ReviewsReviews

The book is great and fantastic. It usually does not price excessive. I am happy to tell you that this is the greatest ebook i actually have read during my
personal existence and can be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Abbie Feest-- Abbie Feest

Very useful to any or all group of folks. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser
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